RAVE Retrievers

A Little About Me!
We all have different reasons for sharing our
lives with dogs. My reason is plain and
simple... they are my passion and I have had
them my entire life. One must have a good
attitude, passion, integrity, and dedication to
achieve a great retriever. I have competed in
confirmation, obedience, AKC/UKC Hunt Test;
I have also judged hunt tests. Any dog that is
properly trained to hunt in real life can pass
any Hunt Tests. My degree in psychology and
sociology complements training of dogs and
their owners.

D.J. Lee

913.620.7441

“In order for a dog to learn
and be happy to do it; the
instruction must be fun
and exciting!”
Obedience • Gun Dog Programs
Tracking • Dog Handler Instruction
Boarding & Training
Private & Group Lessons
Behavior Modification

RAVE Retrievers
5467 FM 482
New Braunfels, Texas 78132
Phone (Mobile): 913.620.7441
dleeraveretrievers@hughes.net
www.raveretrievers.com

Passionately Training
Since 1981

Training Programs

All Breeds Welcome!

Puppy Head Start

Intermediate Gun Dog

Program Length: 4 to 6 weeks
This program is similar to the “Basic Gun Dog”
course but with a focus on confidence, which
is the building block for a great retriever. This
program also offers a few extra added perks
for being a puppy plus by starting training
early it will make life more enjoyable for your
dog and yourself.

Program Length: 3 to 4 months
The intermediate program is designed to
produce a retriever companion that can
handle the majority of situations that may
arise during a normal hunting season. This
program will introduce complex marking and
basic blind handling, Force-To-Pile, the "T"
Drill, swim-by and marking multiple birds
down with diversion to both the dog and
handler/owner.

Basic Gun Dog
Program Length: 3 to 4 months
This program is designed to expose an
inexperienced or young retriever to as many
scenarios as they may experience during the
hunting season. The “basic” program will focus
on: obedience, introducing simulated hunting
conditions with birds, guns, decoys, and boats.

Advanced Gun Dog
Program Length: 4 to 6 months
This program is intended for those who desire
a hunting companion that can tackle any
obstacle in the field and are willing to dedicate
their own time and energy to completing the
program.

“Exposure, Fun, and
Confidence are key to
a great retriever!”

At RAVE Retrievers we believe that owner
participation is extremely important for your
dog's training. The length of the programs
will vary depending on your dog and your
involvement in the process

Rave Retrievers is dedicated to ALL breeds!
We offer obedience classes for those that
would enjoy a well-mannered dog and/or
behavior modification for dogs with
troublesome problems. We are located in
New Braunfels, Texas.

*Please Contact Me Regarding Pricing*

Tune Ups
Program Length: 1 to 3 months
In order to stay a sharp and proficient
retriever/handler, you and your dog need
practice. Tune-ups are designed for the
retriever-handler team who has previous
experience in the field, but needs a refresher
in training and obedience work to prepare for
the upcoming hunting season.

